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The FED comments were reinsuring with a status quo on rates

up to the end of 2023 and inflation contained. The FED will

continue to buy back bonds up to 120 billion $. However, the

number of FED members seeing a rate hike before 2024

increased and surprisingly, the FED is to end the relaxation of

capital requirements for large banks. This has triggered a sell

off of banks on Friday after a good run (30% YTD).

The pace of housing starts and building permits growth has

slowed more than expected and the continuous jobless claims

have been worse than expected. The Philadelphia FED

business outlook was much better than expected at 51.8 vs

23.10 in February. It is at 61.6 for the expected six months vs

39.5 in February. This has led 10 years US rates to continue to

rise above 1.7% whilst 30 years have stayed around 2.43%

The economy is slowly getting better and the World growth

GDP expectations for 2021 have been better. A recent

conference with global mid caps at JP MORGAN leads me to

believe that inflation is increasing. This was the general

message conveyed by a vast number of companies in

different sectors.

This reinforces our conviction that precious metals, oil and

other commodities will continue to do well. The Chinese

economy continues to do well but the US/CHINA and

US/RUSSIA geopolitical relationships have deteriorated last

week as President BIDEN toughens its stance.

After a huge buy the dip, the sell the rip took place last week on

both fossil and green energies.

Scores of the market are back to 55 vs 81 at the top of last week.

The market score is therefore overall Neutral.

Profit taking finally came in the second part of the week on Oil &

Gas as we expected because of the extreme surge in scores in

the sector. We are now tactically at interesting levels, especially

on the Services side (OIH) to re-enter and participate in the next

wave.

On the green energy side : ICLN, TAN & FAN all seem in a good

technical setup after the massive correction that continued last

week. In the short term they are nonetheless less attractive to us

than the Oil & Gas sectors where scores are lower and potential

upside more important.

As always, caution is needed as Neutral scores do not offer any

guarantee on the momentum side that will prevail.
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Performance

GE SPGTCE

NAV 133.8971 1490.46

Perf Itd 34.40% 75.14%

Perf Ytd -7.50% -21.69%

Perf Mtd 0.48% -9.58%

Long/Short Ratio 

Sector Breakdown

Investment Strategy

Cumulative Net Return

Comment

Country Breakdown

Vulcain Green Energy 

Long/Short

The Vulcain LS Green pursues a stock picking approach complemented

by AI led quant algorithms and a macro-overlay. We own between 30

and 40 stocks focusing on the whole “green” value chain from metals

and copper cables to rare earths and silver used in electrical

components , from oil services companies using their assets to build

wind farms to solar and hydrogen. We pay a lot of attention to value

and avoid the high PE, P/SALES momentum plays like PLUG POWER or

SUNRUN.

The auctions for offshore wind are speeding up and all the majors are
getting involved, in particular EQUINOR and SSE. The market has been
bad for renewable stocks with the index (ICLN) down 17.3% YTD with
Solar stocks down over 13%. After a weak February, we have changed
as explained our hedging policies and we are up 0.34% in March when
the index is down 9.6%. YTD we are down 7% vs down 17.6% for the
index. This shows our stock picking ability as we are been long on
average 70% over the period and the reactivity of our daily
hedging policy.
We continue to concentrate mostly on the offshore wind value chain
from copper and cables to electricity distribution with a big focus on
oil services companies serving the offshore wind actors. We added an
8% position through ACKERMANS and its specialized wind subsidiary
CFE. ACK ticks all the boxes and its SOTP in our view is 100% over the
market value. We expect the company to communicate more on this
as for most investors , it is still a dull dredging operator. The
forthcoming auctions in Wind should crystallize this value and we
expect our AMC to resume its rally very soon. In Solar, we added cheap
Chinese companies and we increased the Carbon Capture segment.
Our holding in DRAX ( UK) was up 10% last week.
As they aim to be Carbon neutral by 2030 and won UK auctions, DRAX
is a 3% position and we have built a 4% position in CENTRICA which
has been upgraded by SOC GEN with a 40% upside .
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Vulcain Global Oil & Gas

Long/Short

Industry Breakdown

Country Breakdown

Performance

Long/Short Ratio 

The Oil and Gas AMC pursues a stock picking approach

complemented by AI led algorithms and a macro-overlay. We maintain

a 160% gross exposure on average with a 60% net long position . We

hold generally 30 to 36 stocks across all oil and oil services sub

segments globally. Our goal is to outperform the MSCI Energy with a

much lower volatility.

Investment Strategy

Comment

Cumulative Net Return

GO MSCIE SXEP

NAV 106.8017 167.8651 326.4791

Perf Itd 7.00% 16.17% 6.32%

Perf Ytd 5.00% 22,15% 7.22%

Perf Mtd 1.57% 3.39% 1.68%

Issuer : UBS AG

ISIN: CH0575778060 
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The AMC is up 6.8% ITD, 4.99% YTD and 1.43% MTD.

The tankers have been doing well up 2% for EURONAV and 1.5% for

FRONTLINE.

The MSCI WORLD ENERGY in the meantime was down 6% last week

and the Oil Service Index was down 10%. Our stock picking continues

to add value.

We have increased tankers to over 12% adding SCORPIO and

DIAMOND SHIPPING to TEEKAY, EURONAV and FRONTLINE but

cutting HAFNIA. We believe that OPEC+ will increase production in H2

and given the historical low increase of tanker capacity, the sector

which is trading below book value and is 50% below last April level

should recover as oil land storage is decreasing fast. We added

KINDER MORGAN and ENERGY TRANSFERS, two quality pipeline

companies for the same rationale.

Air Traffic in the USA has doubled during the last three months. We are

at 1.4 million passengers a day vs 0.5 in January and 2.5 pre covid 19.

We are bullish for oil for the next three years at least.
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Performance

Vulcain High Octane Bond

HOB BHY

NAV 117.075 1501.113

Perf Itd 17.08% 10.33%

Perf Ytd 4.412% -0.849%

Perf Mtd 1.38% -0.820%

The Vulcain High Octane Bond AMC registers its

7th consecutive positive performance, at + 0.7%, while the Barclays

High Yield Energy Total Return Index ends the week at -1.5%.

With an NAV at 117.075, the certificate has generated a +4.41%

performance so far this year, exceeding the various indices, by at least

100 bps.

Despite the 6.5% correction in the Oil price, the performance keeps

being consistent, thanks to the good bond picking.

The bond of the week is CGG. The company is refinancing its short-

term bonds with a 2027 dual tranche. Our bond, is being called at a

premium, 3 months after we purchased it. We haven’t yet purchased

the new issued bond, as we are trying to enter below par.

Comment

Cumulative Net Return

The Certificate is an actively managed certificate targeting a running

yield of 8% per annum by investing in High Yield corporate and/or

sovereign bonds of companies active in the Energy space. It will invest

a minimum of 80% B/BB/BBB rated bonds (or equivalent if not rated).

The Certificate is denominated in USD, but can invest in any other

currency, at the exception of emerging market currencies.

Investment Strategy

Currency Breakdown

Country Breakdown
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